I don't understand why men are BP

1 upvotes | 19 August, 2015 | by gavinok

NOTE: By BP, I am only referring to men who actively post on the BP Sub and make fun of TRP. I am by no means referring to all men who do not identify as RP.

I was thinking about this the other day, I don't quite get why men in particular participate in BP, and make fun of TRP. If we consider TRP originally a bunch of men whom were treated poorly by women, be it through a bad marriage, a bad mother, being manipulated by a woman, being misled, and hurt by a woman, then I don't see where other men would gain a benefit by making fun of these men. I just don't see how it's logistically entertaining when the same Pre-RP circumstances could happen to any man.

In comparison, as far as I know, there aren't populations of individuals within a discriminated group that actively make fun of the same group they belong to. For example:

1. I have not seen a reddit or group of black men who make fun of unarmed black men who are discriminated against, or shot by police. I haven't seen a black guy saying: "OMG peeps, I'm big, bad Michael Brown! Coming to kill ya without a gun, better run for cover and hide hahahahah".

2. I have not seen a group of illegal immigrants make fun of other illegal immigrants for crossing the border and coming to America. I haven't heard a mexican guy say: "Buenos Noches! I forgot the cholula back home across the border, hahahaha!"

3. I have not seen a group of jews make fun of holocaust survivors.

The list goes on.

Hopefully what I am saying makes sense, but I would like to know your thoughts on it.

Archived from theredarchive.com
VirgoRooster • 11 points • 19 August, 2015 04:21 AM [recovered]
People pick the low hanging fruit and make cheap jokes in an echo chamber. What else is new?
I think it's kinda funny that both bloopers and terpers believe the other one to be obese, fedora aficionados running on mountain dew and covered in cheeto dust.
I feel bad for the guy that actually is that way and is just sitting on the sidelines. lol

redmachines • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 05:04 PM
Why? He has probably discovered the secret to happiness because he isn't coming here for "answers".

Reginleifer • 9 points • 19 August, 2015 04:22 AM
First off there's no solidarity among men as a group.

If we're going with the funnies.... then Boondocks and other Black comedians do a pretty good job.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR465HoCWFQ

2.
As a Hispanic and someone who knows illegal immigrants, this ain't true.... we (along with the illegals) make fun of botched crosses all the time, the "fresh" guy gets made fun of for his clothes and his relative newness, his mannerisms are sharply criticized.
I think people underestimate what huge dicks Hispanics are to their peers. Q.Q Solidarity is a thing of course, even among different nationalities.... but that doesn't mean we won't use you for a cheap laugh.

Me neither.

throwinout • 6 points • 19 August, 2015 05:30 AM
In a world where cuckolds and male feminists exist, BP men are not too ludicrous of a concept.

[deleted] • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 04:15 AM
Because men do not have an in-group bias.

wazzup987 • 6 points • 19 August, 2015 04:52 AM
If all trp was was a non pc swj infested version of /r/offmychest probably no one would give a shit, but TRP goes well beyond that, and is toxic in many respects

alreadyredschool • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 09:55 AM

then I don't see where other men would gain a benefit by making fun of these men.
Nobody cares about low value man. Who is the main target of bullying?

exit_sandman • 6 points • 19 August, 2015 10:25 AM
Don't act surprised that men side with women against other men in order to ingratiate themselves with them. It's a dynamic far older than the internet.

Twerkulez • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 07:16 PM
Or, you know, people could genuinely believe that TRP promotes anti-social and juvenile behavior.

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 04:23 AM
I have not seen a group of jews make fun of holocaust survivors.

whats the difference between a jew and a pizza?

A pizza doesn't scream when you throw it in the oven....

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 01:20 PM
Ding ding ding ding ding!

Reginleifer • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 05:27 AM
Good pizza works every day of the week.

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 01:53 PM
yeh, that's the stereotype regin--that jews dont work
cough

Reginleifer • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 02:31 PM
It was a Shabat reference. xD nvm

the pizza isn't kosher.

It's kind of like when white people make fun of white people who complain that blacks are privileged in society because they have an edge in college admissions.

JP_Whoregan • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 04:15 AM
It's kind of like when white people make fun of white people who complain that blacks are privileged in society because they have an edge in college admissions.

Well, um....that is an edge in college admissions. A white man has no edge over any other man or woman when it comes to competing for a college admission. However, many minorities can get college admission based on skin color alone.
Totes hilarious.

[deleted] • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 04:18 AM*
White men have a quantitative advantage over overrepresented Asians.
Also, affirmative action is often used to preserve white majorities in some universities.
If you're white, and poor, even better.
But just because the system sometimes favors some groups doesn't mean everyone from that group gets something from the system.

JP_Whoregan • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 04:21 AM
How about we all just stop asking ethnicity questions on college admissions applications and (here's a wild idea) accept or decline them based on educational achievement and merit alone? If an Asian man beats me to a slot because of their educational superiority, so be it. See? For all of my misogyny, I'm the ultimate egalitarian.

ProtoPill • 7 points • 19 August, 2015 04:52 AM
JP, are seriously considering evaluating applicants on their own merit? That's ludicrous.

JP_Whoregan • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 05:31 AM
I know, I'm really a white self-hating misogynist sexist racist asshole for, you know, trying to remove uncontrollable variables from applications and basing admissions on qualifications and merit. Fuck me.
Plot twist, I'm a middle-aged, white male who didn't graduate from college yet found my niche in the insurance industry and has been doing very well financially ever since.

[deleted] • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 05:51 AM
ROFL
For the record, I wasn't attacking you.

JP_Whoregan • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 06:22 AM
never said you were

[deleted] • 0 points • 19 August, 2015 06:59 PM
Sotomayor wants to have a word with you.

Yet many complain (especially whites) all blacks are uneducated and on welfare, so what good is it really doing?

JP_Whoregan • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 04:38 AM
Well, that's just it. When the government is giving you cradle to grave assistance through 120 different welfare programs, what need is there to go to college and get an education?
Necessity is the mother of all invention. Remove the necessity (by providing welfare), and we are surprised when people stop the invention (by going to college).

[deleted] • 6 points • 19 August, 2015 06:40 AM
120 different welfare programs
126
VirgoRooster • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 04:42 AM [recovered]
There was a great post in some other sub I can't recall, but there is literally an income bracket range for a single mother where it makes more sense for you to collect welfare than to work. As in, you'd be better off quitting your job and doing nothing, and you'd actually make more money.

JP_Whoregan • 6 points • 19 August, 2015 05:28 AM
There was a study done not long after Barack Obama took office. It basically summarized that if you are a single mother of two children, and didn't want to work a day in your life, and you took advantage of every single federal and state level welfare program that you qualify for under the poverty level, the income from those benefits would equate to $42,000 worth of tax-free annual income. Between section 8, welfare, WIC, food stamps, daycare assistance, free- and reduced-lunch school programs, you name it.

God bless America.

[deleted] • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 04:41 AM
Are you serious? A lot of them are not living the good life via welfare. They're struggling and worry about their kids being shot down and killed by the police.

JP_Whoregan • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 05:25 AM
You watch too much cable news. If black people stop shooting at the police, they will be shocked at how the police stop shooting back. The "kid" in the Ferguson, MO case last year was a strong arm thug who robbed a convenience store and then bullied a smaller cop into the back seat of his own car. Give me a fucking break.

[deleted] • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 04:14 AM*
From my cursory analysis: 1. a large number of BPers are internet women--feminists, SJWs, etc. (including the admins) 2. BPers find pleasure in mocking TRP, convincing themselves that they're superior.

And then there are the actual BP men whom I don't really understand, maybe they have trouble with reading comprehension or stick too closely to words.

Or they live in their heads and on their chairs.

EDIT: After interacting with a number of them it looks like they're actually really angry little internet men. Pretty sure they're frustrated about something.

[deleted] • 5 points • 19 August, 2015 05:18 AM
Stop acting like assholes and TRP might be a little more worthy of legit sympathy. The truth is that TRP is, by their own acknowledgement, full of rage directed at THOSE FUCKING BITCHES that (supposedly) made all these guys so fucking miserable.

I'm a BP man and I love women. I have lots of female friends, see several of them sexually, have a healthy relationship with my ex-wife. This kind of life is not unusual and is in direct opposition to everything TRP stands for and I love that.

When I read TRP bullshit and all the negativity I just see it leading back to a bunch of insecure, whiny men who blame women for everything shitty about their own lives.

alreadyredschool • 7 points • 19 August, 2015 09:56 AM
I'm a RP man and I love women. I have lots of female friends, have a healthy relationship with my GF.
This kind of life is not unusual and is in direct favor of everything TRP stands for and I love that.

For a RP follower this life that you just described is HIGHLY unusual. You are the outlier.

When I read TRP bullshit and all the negativity I just see it leading back to a bunch of insecure, whiny men who blame women for everything shitty about their own lives.

Do you believe that women have the potential to be manipulative and mean to others, just as much as men do?

Yes. I was abused early in life, and for a long time, attracted abusive women looking for a victim. Ironically, it was feminism that taught me to expect more out of a relationship.

At the same time, I met some really amazing women. I'd like to know why the redpill claims women are less mature than men, when men are far more likely to attack strangers and abandon their children? I mean, if we're going to stereotype based on the worst, why not look into the men who will kill you just for rejecting them?

Because there are a lot of women who have been hurt too.

I'd like to know why the redpill claims women are less mature than men, when men are far more likely to attack strangers and abandon their children? I mean, if we're going to stereotype based on the worst, why not look into the men who will kill you just for rejecting them?

See this is exactly what TRP believed before they were TRP

They believed that men were evil and women were good. That belief is what caused a lot of problems. So it is important for TRP men to learn what women are no better than men. So what would be the point of being like "but men are bad too!!!", we already knew that so no point in repeating it

Men in TRP overvalued women pre-TRP, so they need to devalue women in order to get rid of that problem

That's really just replacing one problem with another.

Whats the new problem they are faced with?

They're not just skeptical, and keeping themselves safe. Many are outright paranoid.

They're actively avoiding women with more emotional maturity under the delusion that women are supposed to behave like narcissistic teenagers.

They're also scaring the crap out of men and women alike, which is only not an issue if
you buy into their garbage.

Dietyz • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 01:01 PM

They're actively avoiding women with more emotional maturity under the delusion that women are supposed to behave like narcissistic teenagers.

This is MGTOW not TRP, totally different

Many are outright paranoid

paranoid is a upgrade from their unaware past self

They're also scaring the crap out of men and women alike, which is only not an issue if you buy into their garbage.

They are scaring the extremely small amount of women who read into TRP when they shouldn't be reading it in the first place. I wouldn't say scaring either, women aren't scared of TRP (at least not justifiably) they are just offended/disgusted

FallingSnowAngel • 0 points • 19 August, 2015 01:20 PM

No, really, you guys do a great job of convincing them men don't really give a shit about them, unless they're from Stepford, and that otherwise, they're completely disposable cum dumpsters.

Take a bow.

This is MGTOW not TRP, totally different

This is linked in the sidebar

Dietyz • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 01:32 PM

No, really, you guys do a great job of convincing them men don't really give a shit about them, unless they're from Stepford, and that otherwise, they're completely disposable cum dumpsters. Take a bow

Yes, TRP teaches you that EVERYONE should be seen as less than you, it has nothing to do with women. TRP isn't really "for men", it is a subreddit that helps spread theories and help each other but it is still a competition between us. We already have that view towards other men, so it doesn't need to be said but TRP is a self serving methodology

This is linked in the sidebar

I was referring to the part when you said that men avoid women, that is mgtow not TRP

[deleted] • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 03:00 PM

Do you believe that women have the potential to be manipulative and mean to others, just as much as men do?

Of course I do. I know women very well. Most times I prefer their company to that of men since they can give me sex and are just generally fun to be around, sexually or no. That does not mean that I cannot spot
terrible women just like I can spot terrible men.
Quite the contrary, actually. Getting to know a lot of women has helped to drop the number of crazies in
my life by a ton.

TheChemist158 • 3 points • 19 August, 2015 04:57 AM
Because they don't view RP men as victims, or at least don't think it excuses their behavior. Regardless of your
back story, you have radical beliefs that some consider laughable.

Dietyz • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 12:38 PM
His point was that a BP man wouldn't continue to post or obsess over someone else's belief because if it is
clearly bullshit than those lunatics aren't threatening to him in a competitive way.

So what motivation do BP men have to continue posting? Rather than just shrugging it off and moving on?
For women TRP talks a lot about women so it makes sense that women take it personally and can become
invested in those interactions.

IMO BP men who continue to post are either white knights or they are scared TRP is right and don't want to
live in that world, so they try to prove it wrong to give themselves peace of mind

[deleted] • -1 points • 19 August, 2015 01:01 PM
[deleted] • -1 points • 19 August, 2015 03:05 PM

a BP man wouldn't continue to post or obsess over someone else's belief because if it is clearly bullshit
than those lunatics aren't threatening to him in a competitive way.

Do you believe that the only motivation a man might have to hang out in TBP is self-interest?
I'm a feminist man. I don't think that TRP is going to take my wimmins, I don't think TRP works as a
rape sexual strategy, I don't think that the worshippers of TRP are any more romantically successful than
I am. Yet I hang out in TBP and PPD, and spend some of my goofing-off-from-work time making fun of
TRP.

So am I lying about not feeling threatened by TRP? Or might I have some reason other than "oh noes
TRP is right" or "yes being nice to teh wimmins will get me internet secks" for finding TRP ridiculous
and enjoying mocking it?

Dietyz • 4 points • 19 August, 2015 01:05 PM
If you gain something from it that I didn't mention then tell me? I don't see people obsessively
mocking Scientology(although they make exist). You must gain something emotionally from
mocking TRP, otherwise why care so much? Is it the same heightened elitist attitude that becoming
vegan often gives?

When I find something that is ridiculous, I chuckle and move on

[deleted] • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 03:05 PM

I don't see people obsessively mocking Scientology(although they make exist)

Some of us exmormons obsessively mock mormonism. And ex Jws do the same.

[deleted] • -1 points • 19 August, 2015 01:13 PM

Well, partly it's just that I enjoy arguing about things I care about, and even if it frequently feels
like punching down a bit it still is enjoyable to argue with TRP folks about why what they
advocate is rape and why rape is bad even if you don't think you'll be punished for it.
But tbh, mostly laughing in TBP and arguing in PPD are enjoyable for me because they feel like a legitimate outlet for aggression. I'm constantly trying to be a good person in my life. I try to help people, listen to people, and support them, whether I know them or not. I always try to be the bigger person in an argument or disagreement, and arrive at an outcome which is good for everyone even if it's frustrating to hold back my temper and not lash out at people. There aren't any people in my life, not even the annoying or stupid ones, who I strongly dislike or who I think are bad people. But I'm still human, I still get frustrated, and I still want to vent that every now and again.

And then I encountered an online community which literally promotes rape. A group of cis white guys who passionately argue that they're victims, they're just defending themselves by raping, and by the way how dare you say they're a group of cis white guys, there's also like one black guy and two asian guys in the back. In a world full of shades of grey, where even people who annoy me have human motivations that I can understand and with which I can sympathize, TRP are actually just bad people. I don't mind their venom, because who cares what rapists think? And it's morally ok for me to spit some venom back at them, because again, rapists.

TRP is a community made up of awful people trying to become even more awful. And though it's depressing that it exists, it's also kind of liberating. It's nice to know that in a complex world with complex people, there still do exist some people who are quite simply "the baddies".

Dietyz • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 01:16 PM

See, you do come here for self-interest :)

Where you get all this promoting rape talk is confusing to me though, I don't see any of that

[deleted] • 0 points • 19 August, 2015 01:24 PM

Teaching people to "push past LMR" is teaching them to rape. If someone is saying "no", that means no, even if you think she actually does want it.

Teaching men "don't listen to what women say, they don't know what they want" is teaching men to ignore consent and to minimize its importance. That's teaching them to rape.

There's a lot in TRP that is pretty blatantly rape-y. And that's not even getting into all the emotionally abusive stuff; I felt that it'd just complicate my point to say "rape and emotionally abuse" each time when just saying "rape" got the point across.

Dietyz • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 01:36 PM

Teaching people to "push past LMR" is teaching them to rape. If someone is saying "no", that means no, even if you think she actually does want it.

Depends what your definition of rape is, If a woman told me no and I told her to leave and we ended up fucking I wouldn't consider that rape. I don't recall seeing TRP using violence or threats to push past LMR, only distance/disinterest.

I could be wrong though as I only read the sidebar and a few top threads, I don't judge TRP by the comment section and I don't read the comment section for the same reason I don't judge feminism on the radfems

[deleted] • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 02:07 PM

I don't recall seeing TRP using violence or threats to push past LMR,
Hang out in TBP sometime! We regularly link posts and comments on TRP talking about using physical intimidation, threats, etc to coerce women into sex. Blow past that LMR.

I could be wrong though as I only read the sidebar and a few top threads, I don't judge TRP by the comment section and I don't read the comment section for the same reason I don't judge feminism on the radfems.

I'm a little confused by this comparison. You don't judge feminism by the speech and positions of a small fringe offshoot of feminism. Good. But you also don't judge TRP by the speech and positions of...the broad TRP community? If 90% of the commenters on TRP say a thing (or upvote people saying that thing), that's no longer a fringe offshoot of TRP. That's just what the TRP community is.

Dietyz • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 02:37 PM
The majority of people who post in the comment section of TRP are in the anger stage, I don't consider them to be TRP. At that point they are only using TRP to validate their feelings towards women which isn't the point at all. I don't value anything they say for the same reason I don't judge jiu jitsu on white belts.

wtknight • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 12:40 PM
It's because TRP takes the wrong extremist approach to dealing with the issue of gender relations. Red Pillers come across as a bunch of misogynists to non-extremists. There is a long tradition in general of extremist groups being ridiculed. On the other side of the spectrum, SJWs are routinely ridiculed on /r/TumblrInAction.

Maoist-Pussy • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 03:45 PM
Sour grapes, mainly.

Pleb-Tier Basic • 1 point • 21 August, 2015 12:46 PM
It's cheaper than a movie.

[deleted] • 0 points • 19 August, 2015 12:50 PM
If we consider TRP originally a bunch of men whom were treated poorly by women, be it through a bad marriage, a bad mother, being manipulated by a woman, being misled, and hurt by a woman,

There, that's the assumption where everything falls apart. TBP doesn't consider TRP to be poor oppressed victims. TBP considers TRP to be abusers and rapists. Once you realize that we really do think TRP are despicable human beings, everything else falls into place.

alcockell • 2 points • 19 August, 2015 01:15 PM
I'm confused. Why would you cast a guy who's been raped/sexually abused by women as a "rapist"?

[deleted] • 1 point • 19 August, 2015 01:21 PM
A guy who's been raped/sexually abused by women.

When did we start talking about a guy who's been raped/sexually abused by women? I thought we were
talking about followers of TRP. Their sob stories are usually along the lines of "I wanted a girlfriend but didn't have one".

You're talking to one. I mentioned my story a number of times - but I live in the shadow of 2nd wave radical feminism- I was sexually abused by predatory girls self-identifying as feminists, silenced by them threatening to cry rape, victim-blamed by a feminist tutor, erased by Mary Koss, blocked and silenced - but still a thorn in Jessica Valenti's side as I described how a woman can rape a man with impunity under YMY - based on my own experience... while having the rhetoric most audibly coming from Team Dworkin that I was somehow an "inherent latent rapist" because of my penis. This was in 1984.

Hence - my question.

It's possible that because I grew up under JudeoChristian British culture, born in 1970 - it was more red/purple-pill back then.

Do you believe that most members of TRP are victims of sexual abuse? Or are you holding yourself up as representative of them despite knowing you're an outlier?

That aside, I'm sorry to hear that you were abused and that you felt unsafe coming forward about that abuse. Are you now receiving the help you need for that issue?

Dean Esmay (ex-AVFM) was also a male victim of female-perp abuse - the very abuse denied and derided by Koss as "unwanted contact".

Koss was a direct report of Steinem - who was deep-cover CIA - and hijacked the feminist movement. I seem to get support from CHS's camp.

Am looking for a good therapist...

Well, good luck finding one. Things do get better! Let me know by PM if you ever want to talk more in-depth about things in a less confrontational setting than PPD.

In comparison, as far as I know, there aren't populations of individuals within a discriminated group that actively make fun of the same group they belong to. For example:

Oh my god, there is literally no comparison to be made between TRP and any of these groups of people. You can't be seriously serious.
What are you victims of exactly? Yes, people can be dicks, that happens to everyone. Yes, there are things in society that are unfair to men, but this isn't comparable to racism or the holocaust.

Your masculinity is not under threat, masculinity is worshiped in our culture. What is actually under threat is misogyny, which is the only way you see yourselves as being masculine. Deal with your own insecurities instead of dragging people down with you.

See, RPers think that they're masculine but they're not really. Going to the gym and/or hooking up with drunk, insecure chicks doesn't make you masculine. You don't know how to be masculine so you create a kind of sexist 50's persona to play and then throw your toys out of the pram when people call you out on your bullshit, crying about how society is 'feminised'.

How the hell can you people possibly consider yourself to be masculine when you're too scared to just act naturally and have to hide your vulgar opinions online. Grow a fucking pair, all of you guys.

There you go, I got side-tracked.

Lol, so are all chicks who like to hook up and get drunk insecure?

No, didn't say that.